
“Iguess we must have looked odd to everyone in
Quilon, driving around helter-skelter with Yagi anten-
nas connected to a transceiver hoisted in the air.”

That’s how Vilas Rabde recalled last June’s hidden trans-
mitter hunt in Quilon, a seaport on the west coast of India.
He was speaking to a reporter for The Pune Mirror, a news-
paper in Rabde’s hometown. The paper described how these
radio direction finding (RDF) contests have grown in popu-
larity. Local clubs organize events that draw foxhunting
teams from far and near.

As in the U.S. and other countries such as Australia and
the UK, mobile “T-hunts” in India have one or more trans-
mitters to find within defined boundaries. Sometimes the
hiders are with their transmitters, perhaps speaking on them,
while other times the transmitters are concealed, cycling on
and off automatically. At Quilon, the transmitter squawked
for one minute and then was silent for five minutes, making
the quest especially challenging for hunters navigating the
busy city streets. You can see the long line of starting vehi-
cles, most with rotating beams mounted to the front bumper,
in a YouTube video1.

Years of Fun
Since 1998, CQ Magazine has encouraged hams to discov-
er and rediscover the fun of hidden transmitter hunting by par-
ticipating in the annual CQ World Wide Foxhunting Weekend.
“Foxhunting” is just one name for this activity, you also may
hear it called T-hunting or bunny hunting. As usual, the 2017
CQWWFW brought reports of hams enjoying foxhunting in a
wide variety of ways. Rules were determined locally, so few
hunts were alike, except for the on-foot radio-orienteering
events that followed standard rules of the International
Amateur Radio Union (IARU). As you prepare for Foxhunting
Weekend 2018, read on to find out how your fellow hams had
a blast doing transmitter hunting all last year.

Some clubs have just one foxhunt annually, on or close to
Foxhunting Weekend. For the Peekskill-Cortlandt Amateur
Radio Association (PCARA) in New York, May 14 brought con-
tinuous heavy rain, so the yearly hunt was postponed until
June 3. Mike Ardovino, N2EAB, was the fox. In accordance
with the club’s rules, he started the hunt with a 5-minute trans-
mission, a 5-minute silent period, then nine 3-minute-on-7-
minute-off cycles. After 90 minutes, transmissions ended and

the hunt was over, ready or not, with Mike announcing his
location. First to find and declared as winner this time was
Malcolm Pritchard, NM9J.

PCARA rules require that the fox’s antenna be horizontal-
ly polarized. This makes it easier for hunters with RDF Yagis,
because mounting them becomes easier. However, Doppler
RDF sets are likely to give misleading readings on horizon-
tally-polarized signals. They will respond instead to vertical-
ly-polarized reflections from buildings and terrain features.

As NM9J reported in The PCARA Update, “ following the
foxhunt, several members expressed a desire to improve
their skills and to have more than one foxhunt per year. On
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Hidden transmitter hunting, both on foot and in cars, is a grow-
ing sport all over India. These girls in Mumbai have just com-
pleted a measuring tape Yagi and are off to find a 2-meter 
transmitter.  (Courtesy of Shailesh Deshmukh, VU2LOC)
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September 16, they gathered at Walter Panas High School
for Foxhunt University, organized by Karl Zuk, N2KZ. Karl
distilled years of RDF experience into his illustrated talk.”

NM9J brought RadioShack scanners to act as flea-power
signal sources. With the scanners set to receive on 157.415
MHz and with a first intermediate frequency of 10.85 MHz,
their local oscillators radiated on the hunt frequency of
146.565 MHz.

“These scanner-transmitters were used by Karl to demon-
strate polar diagrams of different directional antennas, includ-
ing null points, harmonic operation, and the effect of attenu-
ators,” Malcolm wrote. “They also made it easy for students
to check the directional patterns of their own antennas.”

Chicago vs. San Diego
Transmitter hunters in southern California and the Chicago
area are in constant contention for the most active T-hunt-
ing region in the U.S. There is a hunt every Saturday in the
Windy City, with different sponsoring clubs and starting
points for each weekend of the month. Reports are published
and statistics are compiled by Mike Brost, WA9FTS, in the
monthly Chicagoland Foxhunters Report.

On New Year’s Eve, Chicago’s T-hunters gather for a hol-
iday party where awards are presented for each club’s hunt,
plus an overall annual Chicagoland T-hunting award. In
2016, Matt and Patty Sanderson, KC9SEM and N9PLS, took
top honors for the second year in a row. Visit the Society
Radio Operators foxhunting page2 for the 2017 winner(s),
who had not been announced by press time in mid-
December.

Southern California has two T-hunting hot spots, Los
Angeles and San Diego. San Diego hams experiment with
unusual hunt formats throughout the year. For April Fool’s
Day last year, Tom Franks, N2TEN, created and set out two
lashups that looked like non-transmitting decoys, but were
actually sending signals. One of these non-hidden transmit-
ters was made from a discarded satellite dish and the other
looked like a non-functional Yagi. There were six transmit-
ters total in this hunt, a powerful one to get the mobiles into
the area, two fake decoys, and three more foxboxes scat-
tered in the neighborhood.

In July, San Diegans Robert Dexter, N9SCD, and Tim
Everingham, N6CUX, organized a “Capture the Flag” fox-
hunt, with an after-hunt restaurant as the flag. Hunters were
instructed to intercept the two as their vehicle approached
the flag with its mobile transmitter sending a signal with 15-
seconds-on-15-seconds-off timing.

“We allowed 20 minutes for the hunters to organize and
take up positions to defend the flag,” Robert wrote. “Then
we turned on the transmitter and started our approach from
Grossmont Center. We could have wandered around a bit to
try and confuse them prior to the final approach, but we decid-
ed on a direct route. The hunters could tell we were coming
from a given direction but would not know the distance until
we had already passed. Our plan worked to get us past Joe
Loughlin, KE6PHB, and Tony Boegeman, WA6ZMZ, who
were guarding the southwest corner.

“We intended to go behind a building along the east edge.
Unfortunately, we were spotted by Dick Foran, WB6ZAM,
and Mark Ording, K6MHO, at the end of the building at the
southeast corner. Dick made the call to identify the gray
Honda Civic on the hunt frequency. It was ‘game over’ in
less than 15 minutes.”

September’s Saturday morning transmitting-mobile hunt in
San Diego was more difficult for the hunters. It was intend-
ed to simulate the search for a pair of mobile jammers dri-

ving around California’s second most populous city. Joe
Corones, N6SZO, and Greg Spaulding, W6BAF, were the
first fox team and Ron Johnson, KK6I, and Garry Cannon,
NA6NA, were the second.

For three weeks prior, hunters were encouraged to col-
laborate to develop a strategy for finding the foxes quickly
and efficiently. There was plenty of clever collusion, but some
hunting teams forgot to turn off their vehicles’ APRS bea-
cons. Also, the hiders figured out which repeater the hunters
were using for coordination and eavesdropped on them. So
the hunt turned into a game of cat-and-mouse lasting for over
four hours until the “ jammers” were busted.

For the full play-by-play description of this intrigue, plus
tracks of one hider and some of the hunters, visit the excel-
lent San Diego T-hunters website3. There are also plenty of
other unusual hunt reports and photos there.

Try 10 Meters
In the 1950s, mobile T-hunts were on the HF bands. To min-
imize skywave QRM, 75 meters was best during the day and
10 meters was preferred at night. There is still plenty of RDF
fun to be had on these bands. Larry Berger, WA2SUH, report-
ed on an impromptu 10-meter hunt on Long Island with Andy
Kirschenbaum, WA2CDL, as the fox.

Andy told Larry that since others weren’ t available for a 2-
meter hunt that evening, he wanted to hide on 10 meters for
Larry to find. “He sounded desperate,” Larry wrote, “so I said

Is this a hidden ham transmitter or not? At first glance, it
looks like a satellite dish. At second glance, the incomplete
wiring makes it appear to be a decoy. But actually, there is
a micro-transmitter in the feedhorn arm. It was one of five
foxes set out by Thomas Franks, N2TEN, for an April Fool’s 

Day hunt in San Diego. (Courtesy of N2TEN)
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that I would ride around by myself and
look for him, but with no external direc-
tion finding device. I have a 10-meter
loop, but with that I really need a co-pilot
for safety purposes.

“ I tuned my IC706MkIIG to 28,720
kHz AM and used the Hustler vertical
mast with a 10-meter resonator,” Larry
continued. “Andy uses a Lafayette HA-
410 AM transceiver which puts out 20
watts.  At the local school parking lot, I
heard his voice and spun the car around
in a circle. With the antenna on the left
rear, the maximum signal is in the direc-
tion of the right front of the car. That told
me that Andy was northwest of me.

“ I took local streets and when I got to
Old Country Road, the signal was pin-
ning the S-meter. I made a loop around
the railroad tracks in Mineola and quick-
ly came back to Franklin. Even when the
signal was full scale on the mobile rig, I
could still get the peak by spinning the
car in a circle.

“Finally, I stumbled upon Andy in the
parking lot behind police headquarters.
I would say in a straight line, he was six
or seven miles from where I started. It
took about 30 minutes to find him. With
the loop I might have found him 5 min-
utes faster.”

Walk or Run
Every year brings more reports of
Foxhunt Weekend events that are all on
foot, no vehicles involved. The on-foot
hunts attract young people because
they reward physical ability instead of
street navigation skills. Kids don’ t need
driver’s licenses or ham licenses to
receive and to hunt. RDF gear for 2-
meter, on-foot hunts can be very sim-
ple, just a handi-talkie with a small beam
and RF attenuator.

Walking foxhunts, often combined with
a picnic or potluck, have become a tradi-
tion in many areas. In 2017, I received
reports of the annual events of Surrey
ARC (British Columbia), Fullerton RC
(California), San Diego T-Hunters (Lake-
side, California), and Ski Country ARC
(Glenwood Springs, Colorado). All of
them have been featured in previous
years’ results.

As always, there was a fine report from
the hams of OH-KY-IN Amateur Radio
Club, which puts on a walking hunt with
about two dozen transmitters for the
annual Hamvention®, this year in Xenia,
Ohio. New this year was a Foxhunting
Weekend hunt announcement from the
York County Amateur Radio Society in
South Carolina. Unfortunately, I didn’ t
receive a follow-up report.

Increasing numbers of clubs are tak-
ing on-foot foxhunting to the public at

Bill Wright, WB6CMD, gets ready for on-foot RDF at Fullerton Radio Club’s
Antennas In The Park picnic on Foxhunting Weekend 2017. Practice sessions
like this helped prepare Bill for the USA ARDF Championships in Ohio, where he 

won three medals. (Photo by Joe Moell, KØOV)

Twenty people participated in the annual on-foot transmitter hunt and picnic of
the Ski Country Amateur Radio Club near Glenwood Springs, Colorado. In front
is the hunt winner, 9-year-old Sofia Harwood, daughter of Jeremy Harwood,
KEØHQO. Behind Sofia are Bill Mohrman, NØMID; Debbie Buckley, NØLDB;
Betty Rahn, KDØYDH; Frank McKibben, NÚAFO; and foxmaster Brent Williams, 

KDØWAK.  (Courtesy of Bob Cutter, KIØG)
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hamfests. “There’s a transmitter on the
air around here. Take this direction-
finding set and see if you can find it.”
This can be surprisingly effective at get-
ting hams to try RDF and then partici-
pate in local hunts. This same tech-
nique works well at Jamboree-on-the-
air for Scouts.

After a three-year hiatus, the Radio
Club of Tacoma (RCT) in Washington
got back into hidden transmitter hunting
with a workshop for 2-meter antenna
building on April 15. That was followed

by an on-foot event on May 21st in the
Fort Nisqually Historical Area at Point
Defiance Park. Rich Patrick, KR7W, hid
five 2-meter transmitters, one just 300
feet away for practice, and the remain-
der scattered through the park up to a
half-mile away. For newcomers, there
was loaner gear and instructions from
Bob Heselberg, K7MXE; Mike Finnie,
W7FMW; and Red Cranefield, WB7EC.
Soon everyone was out on the course
with their maps and self-score sheets.

The RCT hunt was unusual because

everyone left the park without knowing
who won. That was not revealed until
the June club meeting. Four factors
were under consideration as the com-
mittee deliberated. The winner would
have constructed his or her own equip-
ment, participated in club building pro-
jects, found the maximum number of
“bunnies,” and had a respectable time.

The trophy went to Mike Drorbaugh,
W7MKE, who used his home-built gear
to find all transmitters. His enthusiasm
was evident. It also may have helped
that he handmade small embroidered
patches and gave them to each of the
participants.

To increase interest and participation,
clubs have foxhunting presentations at
their meetings and hold antenna-build-
ing workshops. Those who do well at
on-foot foxhunting are encouraged to
advance to formal Amateur Radio
Direction Finding events. The 2017
USA ARDF Championships, combined
with the ARDF championships of Inter-
national Amateur Radio Union (IARU)
Region 2 (North and South America)
took place in western Ohio during early
August4.

In addition to classic five-fox courses
in large wooded parks, ARDF champi-
onships now include two newer events,
the sprint and foxoring. Foxoring is a
combination of direction-finding and
classic orienteering in which competitors
are given a map marked with numerous
small circles. They use map-and-com-
pass skills to navigate to each circle,
where they will hear a QRP transmitter
to find by RDF. This would be a fine way
to introduce your local orienteering club
to ARDF. To see what it’s like to go out
on a foxoring course, watch the video
from Australia5 listed in Note 5.

Next Foxhunting Weekend —
May 12-13, 2018
Mobile or on-foot, one transmitter or
many, a radio foxhunt is sure to stir up
activity in your ham club. Now is the time
to plan for this year’s CQ Worldwide
Foxhunting Weekend, which will be
May 12-13. CQ doesn’ t impose any
rules or offer any awards for Foxhunting
Weekend. That’s up to you and the
hams in your hometown. Your hunt can
be for mobiles or all on foot. Use the
international rules or make up your own.

For many clubs, Foxhunting Weekend
kicks off a season of regular transmitter
hunts. For others, it’s a special once-a-
year event, like Field Day. Since the pri-
mary objective is lots of hunt participa-
tion, we don’ t insist that your event be
on that particular weekend. Any time in
the spring is fine with us!

Winner and second place finishers at the annual Hamvention® on-foot foxhunt
for 2017 were Colin Oleniczak, KD9AHH, with 23 foxes found; and Matt
Sanderson, KC9SEM, with 22 found. The hunt takes place in a large park on 

Sunday. (Courtesy of Bob Frey, WA6EZV)

It looked like an ordinary candy bar, but inside the wrapper was a hidden trans-
mitter. It was one of five unique foxes that the transmitter hunters of San Diego
put out for newcomers at their Lakeside Hamfest demonstration. (Courtesy of 

Joe Corones, N6SZO)
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If your club has always had one kind
of hunt on Foxhunting Weekend, why
not try something different this year?
Some hams prefer the formalities of
carefully crafted boundaries, specifica-
tions for signal parameters, time limits,
and so forth. Others are content just to
have one or more signals to hunt. No
need for any regulations, they say. Talk
it up on the local repeater and social
media to find out what your friends have
in mind.

Foxhunting teaches an important skill
— the ability to find the source of sig-
nals from afar. RDF is useful for public
service and volunteer enforcement. It
can even save lives. Most of all, it’s fun.
Give it a try, but ensure your group has
safe fun. See to it that no one can be
injured by your hidden transmitter or by
trying to get to it.

Don’ t let the excitement of the hunt
make you an unsafe runner or driver.
Make sure that all transmitting and
receiving antennas are eye-safe.
Always be mindful of your own physical
limitations and never take chances
behind the wheel or in the forest.

Make your Foxhunting Weekend
activities into a magnet for every club
member. Better yet, include the whole
community, especially young people.
Invite a Scout troop to experience on-
foot transmitter tracking or to ride along
with the mobile hunters. Look for oppor-
tunities to incorporate foxhunting into
Scout activities such as Camporees,
Scout-O-Ramas, and Jamboree-On-
The-Air. Seek out other youth groups
that might be interested.

Afterward, write up the results and
send them to me. The list of information
in a complete CQ Foxhunting Weekend
report is posted at <www.homingin.
com>. In addition to the details of date,
location, hiders and winners, CQ’s
readers also want to know what was
unique about your hunt and what
lessons (positive and negative) you
learned from it. Don’ t forget to include
some sharp action photos. The higher
the resolution, the better.

I am eager to read your reports of this
year’s foxhunting activities and the new
ideas that you come up with. Happy
hunting!

NOTES
1. http://bit.ly/2BImoW4
2. http://bit.ly/2nCh9oI
3. www.sdthunters.com
4. Detailed report in “Homing In” column

in CQ Magazine for November 2017
5. http://bit.ly/2iZyHt8
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